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Secondary school children sitting in front of computers with teacher 

‘Education Durham Training Programme 2021/22’ 

 

White background 

‘What do we have coming up this Autumn term?’ 

 

Female sitting in front of laptop at table facing camera with bookshelf behind 

‘Early career teacher induction briefing, advice and guidance, expectations, roles and 

responsibilities’ 

 

Student close up of hands using a camera on a tripod 

‘GCSE Photography sharing good practice’ 

 

Female teacher with her secondary students giving support, sitting at desks with laptops 

‘Developing outstanding whole school oracy across the secondary phase’ 

 

Female sitting at laptop with headset smiling and talking 

‘How to develop personal resilience to thrive’ 

 

Female teacher smiling, with her primary student using resources at a table/tray 

‘SEN and disability, understanding the equality act across the EYFS’ 

 



Male and female teachers in a classroom with primary age students using computers, talking and 

smiling 

‘Progression in coding, developing your primary computing curriculum’ 

 

Male teacher sitting at a table talking, using a tablet to conference call 

‘Head teacher briefings, new initiatives, updates and insights, developing legislation, changes on the 

horizon’ 

 

Primary students sitting around a table talking and smiling 

‘Supporting primary school children to form and maintain healthy relationships’ 

 

Man sitting at desk in-front of laptop, talking and smiling using headset 

‘Designated safeguarding leads network’ 

 

Primary children in school playground, running towards and then over wooden play equipment  

‘What inspires boys?  Challenging pre-conceptions’ 

 

Science teacher with secondary pupils in a science classroom lab, receiving a demonstration 

‘Secondary science subject leaders network’ 

 

Female as desk in-front of laptop, talking and smiling, facing camera 

‘Virtual round tables, the cost of unshared leadership, can’t speak, won’t write, assessment, raising 

aspirations’ 

 

Primary school children sitting around a table reading books with female teacher 

‘Implementing the revised EYFS framework in reception’ 

 

Primary children in school playground in a PE lesson, running around yellow cones 

‘Developing subject knowledge, skills and pedagogy in primary Physical Education’ 
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Take a look at our training programme on our website to view our full offer this term 

durhamcommercialservices.co.uk/education-support 
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